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Blade lean is used to improve the uniformity of exit flow distributions from
turbomachinery blading. In turbines, it has been used to control secondary flows by tailoring
blade turning to reduce flow overturning and underturning and to create more uniform loss
distributions from hub to shroud.
In the present study, the Pump Consortium centrifugal impeller has been redesigned using
blade lean. The flow at the exit of the baseline impeller had large blade-to-blade variations,
creating a highly unsteady flow for the downstream diffuser. Blade lean is used to redesign the
flow to move the high loss fluid from the suction side to the hub, significantly reducing blade-to-
blade variations at the exit.
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Equations for Incompressible Flow







= p + 1 pW 2 _ 1 2r2
_pw
Absolute vorticity
£J = VxV = VxW + 2w
Momentum, inviscid flow
(W.V)W + 2w x W = -1VP r
P
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Determining the Stable Orientation Vector
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From momentum
W x D- 1 Vp*
P
or
W • Vp* = O, Vp* _L W
Generation of secondary circulation = 0 when
f
w /[ --1 Vp r _ __wxW] x Vp*
[ P
=0
I.e. the component of the vector
_1 Vp r _ _xW
P
perpendicular to the relative velocity
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